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Orthorhombic System 
Normal Class 



Orthorhombic System:  

a ≠ b ≠ c 

α=β=γ= 90° 

The normal class of the orthorhombic system is also known as Baryte  

class. 

It has following forms: 

 
1. Pinacoid 

2. Prisms 

3. Bipyramids 



Orthorhombic System: 

Crystallographic Axes 

a 

c 

b 

Brachy Axis 

Macro Axis 

The a-axis is the shortest axis and is called Brachy Axis. 

 
The b-axis is called as Macro Axis. 



Pinacoid Pinacoid is of three types: 

1. Basal Pinacoid (aka c-Pinacoid) 

2. Macro Pinacoid (aka a-Pinacoid) 

3. Brachy Pinacoid (aka b-Pinacoid) 

Basal Pinacoid 
- 

- 

- 

- 

open form  

2 faces 

symbol 001 

face is parallel to the horizontal  

axes while intersects the c-axis 

Macro Pinacoid 

- 

- 

- 

- 

open form  

2 faces 

symbol 100 

face is parallel to the a-axis and c-axis,  

while intersects the b-axis (macro-axis) 

Brachy Pinacoid 

- 

- 

- 

- 

open form  

2 faces 

symbol 010 

face is parallel to the b-axis and c-axis,  

while intersects the a-axis (brachy-axis) 

Basal Pinacoid 

Macro Pinacoid 

Brachy Pinacoid 

The three pinacoids are perpendicular to each other. 



Prism 

Prism is of three types: 

1. Prism of third order 

2. Prism of second order (Macrodome) 

3. Prism of first order (Brachydome) 

 
 

Prism of Third Order 

- 

- 

- 

- 

open form  

four faces 

faces are parallel to the vertical axis (c-axis) and intersects the two horizontal axes  

Symbol- hk0 (111) 

Basal Pinacoid and Prism 



Prism of Second Order (Macrodome) 

- 

- 

- 

- 

open form  

four faces 

faces are parallel to the b-axis and intersects the a- and c-axes  

Symbol- h0l (101) 

Brachy Pinacoid and Macrodome 



Prism of First Order (Brachydome) 

- 

- 

- 

- 

open form  

four faces 

faces are parallel to the a-axis and intersects the b- and c-axes  

Symbol- 0kl (011) 

Macro Pinacoid and Brachydome 



Bipyramid 

- 

- 

- 

- 

closed form 

eight faces, each face is a scalene triangle  

each face intersects all the three axes  

Symbol- hkl (111) 

Bipyramid 

Types of bipyramid 



A few examples 

Sulphur 

Tourmaline 

Olivine 
Baryte 


